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Abstract—Many studies on Internet Service Provider (ISP)
interconnection make simplifying assumptions on the implemen-
tation of the service provision. Our work explicitly models the ISP
service that is provided to users that run peer-to-peer applications
and it analyses the behavior of competing ISPs. The ISPs have
agreed to peer each other and each ISP has purchased transit
service from one Internet Backbone Provider. The quality of
service, the equilibrium prices and the market shares that the
competition game yields are computed by means of our model.
Our work assesses the strategy of an ISP which provisions its
transit link against a competing ISP in terms of competitive
advantage and social welfare. And it assesses the effect of the
entrance of more competing ISPs.

Index Terms—Competition, game theory, peering agreement,
peer-to-peer, price of anarchy, quality of service.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many studies of ISP interconnection use the game theory as
the basis of the analysis, and make simplifying assumptions
on the implementation of the service provision. There are a
small number of studies, however, which explicitly model the
service provision, such as [1]. Our contribution belongs to
the latter. In addition, most studies assume that the web is
the only application over the Internet; it has shown to be
false. Peer-to-Peer (P2P) file-sharing applications have reached
a level of popularity among Internet users such that the
volume generated by such applications presently represents a
significant portion of the overall Internet traffic [2]. Therefore,
there is a need to model ISP behavior under the presence
of P2P applications. The paper explicitly models the ISP
service that is provided to users that run P2P applications
and it analyzes the behavior of various ISPs which compete
for P2P users in a local market. Reference [3] presents a
model of one ISP which provides service to users and which
uses the transit service provided by an Internet Backbone
Provider (IBP). It measures the QoS that an ISP offers to
P2P users as the probability that a query generated by a user
results in a successful download. It analyzes the effect of
the different model parameters on the transit capacity that is
required to guarantee a minimum QoS. In our work, we use
the same indicator for the QoS, but we extend the analysis by
introducing competing ISPs in the local market. Our analysis
uses a game theory model, which explains in a more realistic
way the ISP behavior and the utility obtained by the P2P users.
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Other works, such as [1], model the interaction between two
competing ISPs, in the presence of a peering agreement and of
a local market of users. The objective of [1] is to model and
to explain the tussle between policy-based routing —where
ISPs enforce their transit agreements— and application-based
routing —which is applied by P2P applications creating an
overlay network. The QoS received by the users (web users
and P2P users) is computed as a weighted average of the
available capacities at the transit and peering links. In our
work, the QoS received by the P2P users is computed in a
different manner from [1] and it is based on [3]. We argue
that our QoS measure outperforms the one used in [1] in two
ways. Firstly, it gives more insight on the specifics of the P2P
operation, so that it models in a more realistic way the utility
received by the users. Note that the QoS measure in [1] does
not capture these specifics and it is actually used for computing
the QoS of both P2P users and web users. And secondly, as
it will be shown in Section II, it is independent on the arrival
process, whereas in [1] a Poisson arrival process is implicitly
assumed since the rationale behind the proposed QoS measure
relies on some well known results for the M/G/1 - PS queue
and its application to model bandwidth sharing [4].

The main research question addressed in our work is
whether a transit link provisioning strategy in the presence
of P2P users is effective for those ISPs that agree to peer —
as it is known for the case of web users [1]. The case of P2P
users raise doubts since a stronger free riding effect is expected
than it would be the case when only web users are present.
In our work the strategy of an ISP which provisions its transit
link is assessed in terms of competitive advantage and social
welfare. Our work then proceeds to assess the effect of having
more than two competing ISPs. To the best of our knowledge
this issue has not yet been addressed, and the analysis of the
M > 2 ISPs has not yet been even modeled. The paper is
structured as follows. In Section II, the model is presented,
which includes the service model and the game theory model.
In Section III, the model equations for different scenarios are
solved, and the results are discussed. And in Section IV, some
final conclusions are drawn.

II. MODEL

We study the scenario shown in Fig. 1, which comprises
two ISPs (ISP1 and ISP2) that compete for providing service
to n users in a local market (n = n1 + n2). Each ISP
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obtains transit service from one IBP, which offers a capacity
of Bd

1 to ISP1 and Bd
2 to ISP2. And the ISPs agree to peer

through unidirectional capacities denoted by Bp
1 and Bp

2 . Both
local (n) and Internet (N ) users are assumed to run only
P2P applications. This assumption may correspond either to
a common scenario where P2P traffic is responsible for a
large fraction of the total traffic, as pointed above, or to a
scenario where ISPs reserve a fixed amount of capacity for
P2P applications.

A. Basic service model

We model the service that the P2P users receive as the
queue system that is shown in Fig. 2, which extends the model
developed in [3]. Fig. 2 illustrates the possible outcomes of
queries generated by users subscribing to ISPi. Part of the
queries generated by the users might fail to locate any copy of
the desired content within the P2P community as a whole. This
can happen because of several reasons, which are usually not

under the control of the ISP. We thus treat the probability that
a query is solved (i.e. at least one copy of the desired object
is found) as a given parameter, and denote it by q. In general,
a fraction of the queries that are solved can be served from
within ISPi, while another fraction has to be served from peers
residing outside ISPi. Let νi be the probability that a solved
query is served from within ISPi. To simplify the analysis
further, we assume that internal downloads (i.e. data transfers
between peers belonging to the same ISP) always complete
successfully. This corresponds to the best-case scenario of
unlimited bandwidth within the ISP network. If an object
cannot be served from within ISPi, either the transit link of
limited capacity Bd

i or the peering link of capacity Bp
i will be

used. The probability for the former is (1− νi)νj and for the
latter is 1−νi−(1−νi)νj . Since each link is shared by all flows
transferring objects from external peers (either local peers or
Internet peers), using elastic rate adaptation mechanisms (e.g.
TCP), we adopt a Processor Sharing model to describe their
dynamics [5]. We consider that users are impatient and tend to
abort downloads that do not receive a minimum throughput.
This is motivated by the fact that many P2P applications allow
the user to inspect the current download rate of an object
and abort the transfer. It is reasonable to assume that the
abort decision is taken in the early phase of the transfer,
relative to the total time required to download the object.
Under these assumptions, the shared link is always stable
and no capacity is wasted by partial downloads. Furthermore,
for the performance metric under consideration, the assumed
impatient behavior makes the analysis independent of the
arrival process type and the object size distribution. Thus, no
specific assumptions on the arrival process type (e.g. Poisson)
or object size distribution are needed and a general G/G/1 - PS
queue model is considered. Moreover, we will assume that all
four links are always fully utilized (i.e. there is always at least
one transfer in progress), yielding a throughput equal to the
link capacity, either Bd

i or Bp
i . And note that the assumption is

consistent with our initial assumption of capacity reservation
for P2P users. This assumption will be relaxed in the next
subsection, where peering links have an unlimited capacity.
Finally, let λq be the average content demand of a peer, which
can be interpreted as the mean rate at which a user generates
queries using one or more P2P applications. Let λi = niλq be
the aggregate generation rate of queries by the population of
users belonging to the ISPi. The aggregate system throughput
µi, which is the rate at which objects are successfully retrieved
by the users, can be expressed as

µi = λiqiνi +Bp
i +Bd

i (1)

It follows that the probability that a query generated by a user
results in a successful download is σi = µi/λi, which is given
by

σi = qiνi +
Bp

i

λi
+
Bd

i

λi
(2)

This probability will be used below in order to compute
the quality of the service. We follow [3] and determine the



probability νi that a query generated by a user is served by
some other peer belonging to the same ISP. Due to the page
limit, readers are referred to [6] for the detailed expressions.
We derive an expression of σi which depends on αi, where
αi , ni/n.

B. Unlimited peering service model

The above assumption that the four links are fully utilized is
relaxed for the peering links in this subsection. The model is
denoted unlimited peering service model. We argue that this
model is more realistic than the basic service model. Note
that while the transit cost depends on the traffic, the peering
cost does not depend on the traffic and it is independent, to a
certain degree, of the link capacity. Therefore, the ISP has no
compelling need to limit the peering link capacity as it would
be the case with the transit link. Nevertheless, the analysis in
Section III will show that the results for the unlimited peering
service model are a limiting case when compared with the
results for the basic service model. Thus, the basic service
model is not invalidated by the unlimited peering service
model and it remains a simpler scenario which permits a
more tractable formal analysis. The unlimited peering service
model assumes that the peering capacity is large enough so
that downloads from the competing ISP are always completed
successfully. Therefore, data transfers across peering links are
transmitted without losses. The model diagram differs from
the basic service model diagram depicted in Fig. 2 in that the
middle G/G/1 - PS queue is removed. The probability that a
query generated by a user results in a successful download
now becomes:

σi =
νi
λi

= qiνi + q(1− νi)νj +
Bd

i

λi
(3)

Readers are again referred to [6] for the detailed expressions.
We just note that the expressions yield a cross dependence
between σ1 and σ2.

C. Demand and offer models

From microeconomic theory, the user preferences are mod-
eled by means of the utility function. We assume that users
prefer the service which offers a better quality and which
requires a lower payment, so that the proposed expression for
the utility is Ui , Pi − pi, where Pi , log(βσi + 1). σi is
the quality of service computed in the previous section, β is a
shape parameter, pi is the price charged to each user, and the
log function has been chosen to model diminishing returns as
σi increases. Therefore, Ui is a function of pi and αi.

Each ISP receives a service income and incurs costs. Both
incomes and costs are referred to a given period of time. Each
ISP uses flat rate charging and charges a fixed price pi to all
its users. We follow [7], and assume that ISP interconnection
costs are of two kinds: (1) transit costs, Cd

i , which comprise an
initial startup cost —which we neglect— and a traffic related
cost; and (2) peering costs, Cp

i , which are fixed costs related
to the deployed equipment at the interconnection site. Given
the fully utilized assumption for the transit links, which holds

for both service models, the ISPi obtains a profit Πi = pini−
Cd

i B
d
i − C

p
i , which depends on pi and αi.

D. Game model and equilibrium

Based on the above models, we model the interaction
between the two ISPs and the n users by means of an
extensive game with perfect information of the type multi-
leader-follower game. The leaders are the ISPs, which, in the
first stage of the game, fix their prices p1 and p2. In the second
stage, the followers, which are the n users, choose which ISP
to subscribe to. The preferences of each player are the profit
Πi, for the ISPs, and the utility Ui for the users.

For the second stage, we assume that the number of users,
n, is high enough that each individual subscription decision
does not modify the utility obtained by the rest of the users.
The outcome resulting from such user interactions is described
by Wardrop’s principle: demand is distributed in such a way
that all users choose the ISP which provides them with the
highest utility. As a result, the utility Ui (1) is the same for
each ISP with positive demand; (2) is higher than the ISP with
no demand; and (3) all ISPs which received some demand
provide the same utility Ui. In our case, if we focus on the
cases when α1 6= 0 and α1 6= 1, the Wardrop’s equilibrium is
given by

U1(p1, α1) = U2(p2, 1− α1)

P1(α1)− p1 = P2(1− α1)− p2 (4)

That means that no user will improve its utility by changing its
subscription decision, remaining every other user by its ISP.
This is indeed the Nash equilibrium condition.

In the first stage, the two ISPs compete for attracting
users by setting their respective prices in a simultaneous and
independent way. Therefore, we model the first-stage game
as a standard one-shot game. The Nash equilibrium for this
game is achieved when none of the ISPs can improve its profit
by unilaterally changing its price. We can express profit as a
function of the prices p1 and p2 so that the prices at the Nash
equilibrium p∗1 and p∗2 will be such that

p∗1 = arg max
p1

Π1(p1, p
∗
2)

p∗2 = arg max
p2

Π2(p∗1, p2) (5)

Bringing together the Nash equilibrium conditions of the first
and the second stages of our game, we state that the ISPs
will set prices p∗1 and p∗2 and will obtain market shares α∗

1

and 1 − α∗
1 as determined by (5) and (4). The equilibrium

conditions can be generalized for M ISPs (M > 2).

E. Social welfare

We now introduce the concept of social welfare [8] or total
surplus [9], which is defined as the sum of the utilities of
all agents in the systems (i.e. users and providers), and we
study its maximum value. It is well known in game theory
that agent selfishness, such as in a Nash equilibrium, does not
lead in general to a socially efficient situation. As a measure
of the loss of efficiency due to the divergence of user interests,



we use the Price of Anarchy [10], which we denote as PoA
and which we defined as the quotient between the maximum
value of the social welfare and the social welfare obtained at
the Nash equilibrium.

III. ANALYSIS

The objective of solving the equilibrium conditions is to
assess the provisioning strategy for the transit link and the
increase of the number of competing ISPs. More specifically,
in the following cases, we have fixed the set of parameters
from [3] and [11]; the number of users, n = 104 and N =
5 · 107; and the costs Cd and Cp from [7] and [11]. Then,
the equilibrium equations (4) and (5) have been solved for
different values of Bd

i or Bp
i chosen by each ISP, and the

resulting prices p∗1 and p∗2 and the market shares α∗
1 and 1−

α∗
1 have been computed —asterisks are removed hereafter in

order to keep typography lighter. The resulting equilibrium has
been evaluated by computing the quality of service σi and the
utility Ui obtained by the users of each ISP and the profits
Πi gained by each ISP. And finally, the Price of Anarchy has
been obtained.

A. Transit link provisioning

In this case, we assess if provisioning the transit link by one
ISP is an effective strategy for gaining competitive advantage.
We fix the peering capacities Bp

1 = Bp
2 = 10 objects/day. The

transit capacity Bd
2 varies from 100 to 2000 objects/day and

Bd
1 is kept fixed at 1000 objects/day. Fig. 3 depicts market

shares α1 and α2, qualities of service σ1 and σ2, and user
utility Ui as functions of the transit capacity Bd

2 . Fig. 4 depicts
prices p1 and p2, and ISP profits Π1 and Π2 as functions of the
transit capacity Bd

2 . We see that, as ISP2 increases its transit
capacity Bd

2 :
1) ISP2 increases its market share, improves its quality of

service, and increases the equilibrium price and its profit.
2) ISP1 looses market share, and, although it improves its

quality of service, its equilibrium price lowers and its
profit also decreases.

3) Users improve the utility they get from both ISPs.
Note that the improvement in ISP1’s quality of service is
an indirect one, caused by the decrease of its market share.
Note that, fewer users at ISP1 means lower probability of a
query being solved from within the ISP, but it also means that
transit (Bd

1 ) and peering (Bp
2 ) capacities are shared among

fewer users. The balance is positive and σ1 improves. We
conclude that transit link provisioning is an effective strategy
for gaining competitive advantage, and this conclusion answers
the research question posed in Section I. Indeed, even in the
case where only P2P users are present and the competing ISPs
have set peering agreements, the effect of free riding on the
provisioning ISP is not enough to invalidate the transit link
provisioning strategy.

B. Transit link provisioning: effect on social welfare

In this case, we analyze the effect of the transit link provi-
sioning decisions on the social welfare. Both service models
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are incorporated. For the basic service model, four different
scenarios are defined by the values 10 and 50 objects/day
assigned to Bp

1 and Bp
2 . For the unlimited peering service

model, the scenario is Bp
1 = Bp

2 = ∞ objects/day. In each
scenario, the transit capacity Bd

2 varies from 750 to 1250
objects/day, and Bd

1 is kept fixed at 1000 objects/day. The Price
of Anarchy (PoA), defined in Subsection II-E, is computed.
Fig. 5 depicts the PoA as a function of the transit capacity
Bd

2 . We see that PoA exhibits a quasi-linear dependence on
the absolute value of the difference (Bd

2 +Bp
2)− (Bd

1 +Bp
1),

so that: (1) The socially optimal point, that is, the point of
minimum PoA, occurs when (Bd

2 +Bp
2) = (Bd

1 +Bp
1); and (2)

at the optimal point, the value of PoA decreases as the peering
capacities increase, reaching the unity value for unlimited
peering.

We conclude, firstly, that the competitive advantage that
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ISP2 obtains by provisioning its transit link is balanced by
an increase in PoA; and secondly, that high peering capacities
—i.e. high enough to be considered as unlimited— lead to
best scenarios from the point of view of the social welfare
attained.

C. Increasing competition: effect on user utility

We then proceed to increase the number M of ISPs com-
peting in the local market and to assess the effect on the utility
of the users. An analysis which extends that presented in Sec-
tion II has been performed and the equations have been solved.
The analysis assumes identical peering and transit capacities:
note that, according to the results of the subsection III-B,
this case is optimal in terms of social welfare. The model
also assumes that the total transit capacity is kept constant,
i.e. Bd

i = Bd/M . There is therefore an increase on the
competition, while the number of users (n) and the resources
available (Bd) are kept constant. We fix both the peering
capacities Bp

1 = Bp
2 = 10 objects/day and the aggregated

transit capacity Bd = 2 · 1000 objects/day. The number of
ISPs is varied from 2 to 16. Fig. 6 depicts the quality of
service σi, users utility Ui, price pi, and ISPs profit Πi, as
functions of M . We see that, as M increases, (1) the quality
of service varies slightly, with a minimum around M = 11;
(2) the price decreases; (3) the user utility increases; and
(4) the profits decrease. We conclude that increasing M is
beneficial for the users, but ISPs suffers a profit reduction. This
result supports the desired outcome of the measures of most
telecommunications regulatory authorities aimed at removing
entry barriers and increasing competition.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented an analysis of the economic
interaction of ISPs which compete for providing service to
users in a local market and which agree on a peering inter-
connection. The analysis is based on an explicit model of the
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ISP service that is provided to users that run P2P applications.
From the analysis, the following conclusions have been drawn:

1) Transit link provisioning leads to gaining competitive
advantage.

2) The transit link provisioning strategy exhibits a trade-
off in terms of social welfare, since the competitive
advantage is gained at the expense of an increase in
the Price of Anarchy.

3) The entrance of competitors in the local market is
beneficial for the users in terms of the utility they
receive.
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